CODING & DECODING

DECIPHERING MESSAGE WORD CODES

TEST 1

Directions (1-5): Study the following information to answer the given questions:
In a certain code ‘ge ji zo’ means ‘had horrible dream’, ‘lit zo pit’ means ‘realise your dream’ and ‘ge ze pat ze’ means ‘very very horrible experience’.

(Bank Of India PO Exam. 31.10.2010)

1. Which of the following is the code of ‘your’?
   1) lit 2) zo 3) Pit
   4) Cannot be determined 5) None of these

2. ‘ji ze pit lit’ may represent_______
   1) very horrible you realise
   2) you had realise your
   3) had realise your very
   4) your very realise dream
   5) your very very had

3. ‘dream had horrible experience’, can be coded as_______
   1) zo ge ji ze 2) pat ge zo ji
   3) zo ji ge pit 4) Cannot be determined
   5) None of these

4. Which of the following is the code of ‘very’?
   1) ge 2) pat 3) ze
   4) Cannot be determined 5) None of these

5. Which of the following is the code of ‘had’?
   1) ge 2) ji 3) zo
   4) Cannot be determined 5) None of these

Direction (6-10): Study the following information to answer the given questions:
In a certain code ‘colours of the sky’ is written as ‘ki la fa so’, ‘rainbow colours’ is written as ‘ro ki’ and ‘sky high rocket’ is written as ‘la pe jo’ and ‘the rocket world’ is written as ‘pe so ne’.

(Oriental Bank Of Commerce PO Exam. 26.12.2010(1st sitting))

6. Which of the following is the code for ‘colours sky high’?
   1) ro jo la 2) fa la jo
   3) la ki so 4) ki jo la
   5) fa ki jo

7. Which of the following will/may represent ‘the’?
   1) Only ‘fa’ 2) Either ‘fa’ or ‘la’
   3) Only ‘so’ 4) Only ‘la
   5) Either ‘so’ or ‘fa’

8. What does ‘pe’ represent in the code?
   1) colours 2) sky 3) high
   4) rainbow 5) rocket

9. How can ‘bird of the rainbow sky’ be written in this code?
   1) fa la tu ki jo 2) fa so pe la ro
   3) jo fa ro la tu 4) so ro fa tu la
   5) ki la fa tu ro

10. Which of the following is the code for ‘high’?
    1) Only ‘la’ 2) Only ‘jo’
    3) Either ‘la’ or ‘jo’ 4) Only ‘ro
    5) None of these
Directions (11-14): Study the following information to answer the given questions:

In a certain code, ‘ze lo ka gi’ is a code for ‘must save some money’, ‘fe ka so ni’ is a code for ‘he made good money’, ‘ni to da so’ is a code for ‘he must be good’ and ‘we so ze da’ is a code for ‘be good save grace’.

(Corporation Bank PO Exam. 16.01.2011)

11. Which of the following is the code of ‘must’?
   1) so  2) da  3) lo  4) ni  5) Cannot be determined

12. What does the code ‘ze’ stand for?
   1) some  2) must  3) be  4) grace  5) save

13. Which of the following is the code of ‘good’?
   1) so  2) we  3) ze  4) lo  5) fe

14. ‘grace of money’ may be coded as
   1) ka da fe  2) we ka so  3) ja da we  4) ka we yo  5) ja ka ze

15. In a certain code language, ‘how can you go’ is written as ‘ja da ka pa’, ‘can you come here’ is written as ‘na ka sa ja’ and ‘come and go’ is written as ‘ra pa sa’. How is ‘here’ written in that code language?

(SBI Associates Bank PO Exam. 07.03.2010)

1) ja  2) na  3) pa  4) Data inadequate  5) None of these

Directions (16-23): Study the following information to answer the given questions:

In a certain code ‘it is rush hour traffic’ is written as ‘be no pa’, ‘one hour to go’ is written as ‘mi fi pa be’, ‘rush to one’ is written as ‘fi be sa’ and ‘traffic is fine’ is written as ‘ga ru do’.

(UCO Bank PO Exam. 30.01.2011)

16. ‘ru be wa’ would mean —
   1) is to way  2) traffic is to  3) way is traffic  4) to traffic way  5) Cannot be determined

17. What is the code for ‘school’?
   1) do  2) ru  3) be  4) pa  5) None of these

18. What is the code for ‘fine’?
   1) ga  2) ru  3) pa  4) do  5) None of these

19. Which of the following represents ‘school hour go fine’?
   1) pa be fi ga  2) no mi ra pa  3) pa no ga mi  4) ga no mi le  5) None of these

20. ‘mi fi le’ would mean_______
   1) it one to  2) to rush one  3) rush hour it  4) it one hour  5) None is correct

21. What does ‘sa’ stand for?
   1) rush  2) traffic  3) it  4) is  5) None of these

22. Which of the following may represent ‘traffic is for one hour’?
   1) fi ye no mi ru  2) fi le do mi ru  3) fi ye do mi ru  4) fi so do mi ro  5) None of these

23. What does ‘do’ stand for?
   1) hour  2) ‘is’ or ‘traffic’  3) it  4) is  5) None of these
Directions (24-29): Study the following information to answer the given questions:
In a certain code ‘for profit order now’ is written as ‘ho ja ye ga’, ‘right now for him’ is written as ‘ga ve ja se’. ‘place order for profit’ is written as ‘ga bi ho ye’ and ‘only in right order’ is written as ‘ve du ye zo’.
(Indian Overseas Bank PO Exam. 22.05.2011)
24. What is the code for ‘him’?
1) ga 2) ve 3) ja 4) se 5) Cannot be determined

25. What does ‘bi’ stand for?
1) Profit 2) order 3) Place 4) for 5) now

26. ‘fo ve du’ could be code for which of the following?
1) in right spirits 2) only in profit 3) order only him 4) place in right 5) order only now

27. What is the code for ‘profit’?
1) ye 2) ga 3) bi 4) ja 5) ho

28. Which of the following may represent ‘only for now’?
1) ja bi zo 2) du zo ga 3) zo ga ja 4) zo ga ye 5) du bi ja

29. What is the code for ‘order’?
1) ye 2) ga 3) bi 4) ja 5) ho

Directions (30-34): Study the following information to answer the given questions:
(IDBI Bank Officer Exam. 16.09.2012)
In a certain code “new banking systems” is coded as “ss tp na”, “officer in uniform” is coded as “or mu at”, “new bank officer” is coded as “or bk na” and “systems in bank” is coded as “bk at ss”.
30. What does the code “bk” stand for?
1) new 2) systems 3) officer 4) in 5) None of these

31. What will the code “ss mu” stand for?
1) banking officer 2) new uniform 3) uniform banking 4) in systems 5) uniform systems

32. How will “new officer” be coded?
1) or na 2) tp na 3) na at 4) tp or 5) ss at

33. How will “bank officer in uniform” be coded?
1) ss na at or 2) bk at or mu 3) ss na bk at 4) at mu ss or 5) bk ss mu na

34. What is the code in “in”?
1) ss 2) or 3) at 4) mu 5) None of these

Directions (35-39): Study the following information to answer the given questions:
In a certain code, ‘more money in market’ is written as ‘zo li aa to’; ‘share in market profit’ is written as ‘vo to je li’; ‘making more profit now’ is written as ‘su je zo ka’; ‘now the market gains’ is written as ‘do li yo su’.
(Bank of Baroda PO Exam. 13.03.2011)
35. Which of the following does ‘vo’ stand for?
1) profit 2) in 3) share 4) market 5) in or profit

36. What is the code for ‘making’?
1) ka 2) su 3) je 4) zo 5) Cannot be determined

37. Which of the following is the code for ‘gains’?
1) su 2) li 3) yo
43. Which of the following can be the code for ‘the more you share’?
1) do yo zo vo 2) vo wi zo do
3) vo zo wi bu 4) yo je vo wi
5) su vo zo do

38. Which of the following can be the code for ‘the more you share’?
1) do yo zo vo 2) vo wi zo do
3) vo zo wi bu 4) yo je vo wi
5) su vo zo do

39. ‘to ka li aa’ is a code for which of the following?
1) share more in market
2) now share more gains
3) the gains in market
4) the gains in profit
5) making money in market

Directions (40-45): Study the following information to answer the given questions:
In a certain code ‘her idea has merit’ is written as ‘fo la ‘bu na’, ‘merit list has been displayed’ is written as ‘jo ke la si na’ and ‘her name displayed there’ is written as ‘ya si bu zo’, ‘name in merit list’ is written as ‘na ya go ke’.

(Allahabad Bank PO Exam. 17.04.2011)
40. What does ‘ke’ stand for?
1) been 2) has 3) merit
4) name 5) list

41. What is the code for ‘idea’?
1) fo 2) la 3) bu
4) na 5) Either bu or na

42. Which of the following represents ‘name has been displayed’?
1) ya la ke si 2) jo si ya la
3) si jo ke na 4) bu ya ke la
5) ya si jo zo

43. What does ‘zo’ stand for?
1) there 2) displayed
3) name 4) her
5) Cannot be determined

44. Which of the following may represent ‘her name is there’?
1) zo ya go wo 2) bu ya zo go
3) zo ya bu ke 4) ya wo zo bu
5) wo go zo ya

45. What is the code for ‘in’?
1) na 2) ya 3) go
4) ke 5) Cannot be determined

Directions (46-50): Study the following information to answer the given questions.
In a certain code ‘new banking systems’ is coded as ‘ss tp na’, ‘officer in uniform’ is coded as ‘or mu at’, ‘new bank officer’ is coded as ‘or bk na’ and ‘systems in bank’ is coded as ‘bk at ss’.

(IDBI Bank PO 2012)
46. What does the code ‘bk’ stand for?
1) new 2) systems
3) officer 4) bank
5) None of these

47. What will the code ‘ss mu’ stand for?
1) banking officer 2) new uniform
3) uniform banking 4) uniform systems
5) None of these

48. How will ‘new officer’ be coded?
1) or na 2) tp na 3) na at
4) tp or 5) ss at

49. How will ‘bank officer in uniform’ be coded?
1) ss na at or 2) bk at or mu
3) ss na bk at 4) at mu ss or
5) bk ss mu na

50. What is the code for ‘in’?
1) ss 2) or 3) at 4) mu
5) None of these
(1-5):

1. (4)
   The code for ‘your’ is ‘lit’ or ‘pit’.

2. (3)
   
   ji \rightarrow had; ze \rightarrow very;
   pit lit \rightarrow realise your

3. (2)
   dream \rightarrow zo; had \rightarrow ji;
   horrible \rightarrow ge; experience \rightarrow pat

4. (3)
   The code for ‘very’ is ‘ze’.

5. (2)
   The code for ‘had’ is ‘ji’

(6-10):

6. (4)
   colours \rightarrow ki; sky \rightarrow la; fa (so)
   high \rightarrow pe

7. (3)
   ‘so’ represents ‘the’

8. (5)
   ‘pe’ represents ‘rocket’. 
9. (4)
   of ⇒ fa; the ⇒ so;
   rainbow ⇒ ro; sky ⇒ la;
   The code for ‘bird’ may be ‘tu’.

10. (2)
    ‘jo’ is the code for ‘high’.

(11-14):

   ze   lo   ka   gi       →   must  save  some  money
   fe   ka  so  ni       →   he   made  good  money
   ni   lo   da  so       →   he   must  be  good
   we   so  ze  da       →   be  good  save  grace

11. (3)
    The code for ‘must’ is ‘lo’.

12. (5)
    Code ‘Ze’ stands for ‘save’.

13. (1)
    The code for ‘good’ is ‘so’.

14. (4)
    grace ⇒ we; money ⇒ ka
    The code for ‘of may be ‘yo’.

15. (2)
    how can you go       → ja da ka pa
    can you come here    → na ka sa ja
    come and go          → ra pa (sa)

(16-23):

   it  is  rush  hour  traffic       →  sa  le  do  mi  ru
   go  to  school                →  be  no  pa
   one  hour  to  go             →  mi  fi  pa  be
   rush  to  one                 →  fi  be  sa
   traffic  is  fine             →  ga  ru  du
16. (5)
ru ⇒ traffic or is; be ⇒ to; ‘wa’ may mean ‘way’.

17. (5)
The code for ‘school’ is ‘no’.

18. (1)
The code for ‘fine’ is ‘ga’.

19. (3)
school ⇒ no; hour ⇒ mi; go ⇒ pa; fine ⇒ ga.

20. (4)
mi ⇒ hour; fi ⇒ one; le ⇒ it.

21. (1)
sa ⇒ rush

22. (5)
traffic is ⇒ ru do; one ⇒ fi; hour ⇒ mi
The code for ‘for’ may be ‘ye’ or ‘so’.

23. (2)
dos ⇒ is or traffic

(24-29):

24. (4)
The code for ‘him’ is ‘se’.

25. (3)
‘bi’ stands for ‘place’.

26. (1)
ve ⇒ right; du ⇒ only/in ‘fo’ may mean ‘spirits’.
27. (5)
   The code for ‘profit’ is ‘ho’.

28. (3)
   only ⇒ du/zo; for ⇒ ga; now ⇒ ja.

29. (1) The code for ‘order’ is ‘ye’.

(30-34):

```
new banking systems → ss tp na

officer in uniform → or mu at

new bank officer → or bk na

systems in bank → bk at ss
```

30. (5)
   bk ⇒ bank

31. (5)
   ss ⇒ systems; mu ⇒ uniform

32. (1)
   new ⇒ na; officer ⇒ or

33. (2)
   bank ⇒ bk
   officer ⇒ or
   in ⇒ at
   uniform ⇒ mu

34. (3) in ⇒ at

(35-39):

```
more money in market → zo li aa to

share in market profit → vo to je li

making more profit now → su je zo ka

now the market gains → do li yo su
```

35. (3)
   ‘vo’ stands for ‘share’.
36. (1)  
The code for ‘making’ is ‘ka’.

37. (5)  
The code for ‘gains’ is either ‘do’ or ‘yo’.

38. (2)  
more ⇒ zo; share ⇒ vo;  
The code for ‘the’ is either ‘do’ or ‘yo’.  
The code for ‘you’ may be ‘wi’.

39. (5)  
to ⇒ in; ka ⇒ making; li ⇒ market; aa ⇒ money

(40-45):

40. (5)  
‘ke’ stands for ‘list’.

41. (1)  
The code for ‘idea’ is ‘fo’.

42. (2)  
name ⇒ ya; has ⇒ la;  
been ⇒ jo; displayed ⇒ si

43. (1)  
‘zo’ stands for ‘there’.

44. (4)  
her ⇒ bu; name ⇒ ya;  
there ⇒ zo.  
The code for ‘is’ may be ‘wo’.

45. (3)  
The code for ‘in’ is ‘go’.
(46-50):

- new banking systems → ss tp na
- officer in uniform → or mu at
- new bank officer → or bk na
- systems in bank → bk at ss

∴ ss → systems, bk → bank
at → in, na → new
or → officer, mu → new
and tp → banking

46. (4)
‘bk’ stands for ‘bank’.

47. (4)
‘ss mu’ stands for ‘systems uniform’.

48. (1)
‘new officer’ be coded as ‘or na’.

49. (2)
‘bank officer in uniform’ be coded as ‘bk at or mu’.

50. (3)
‘in’ is coded as ‘at’.